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Presentation Overview

- LCI Vision:
  Transform the Design & Construction Industry

- LCI Mission:
  Increase Owner & Construction Supply Chain Satisfaction with Project Delivery
LEAN CONSTRUCTION INSTITUTE

**LCI 2015 Objectives/Key Value Indicators:**

- Deliver Standard Building Blocks for Lean/IPD
- Create Construction Industry Demand for Lean & Integrated Approaches
- Achieve Customer Value while Eliminating Waste throughout Project Life Cycle
- Promote Supply Chain Partner Value while Eliminating Waste throughout Project Life Cycle
- Create Industry Capacity via a Vibrant Learning Environment across the Country/Share Best Practices
LEAN CONSTRUCTION INSTITUTE

Major Programs in 2015

- Congress: October 12-16, Boston
- Design Forum: June 17-18, Chicago (Focus on architect community)
- Regular co-sponsor of two other national meetings:
  - Design Forum in Berkeley with P2SL (January each year)
  - CURT/LCI Lean Summit (June 10, Cincinnati)
- Seminars/Webinars: Intro to Lean, TVD, Last Planner, Villego, etc.
- New member “Intros to Lean” provided (one per company)
- Communities of Practice: ~30 extant/forming around the country
  Sponsoring programs with total annual attendance of 4000+
LCI Communities of Practice 2015
KNOWLEDGE CREATION

LCI Training Materials

Developed:
INTRO TO LEAN
LAST PLANNER® INTERMEDIATE
LAST PLANNER® FOR EXECUTIVES

In development 2015:
LEAN CRAFT TRAINING
INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY/TVD
BIG ROOM

New for 2015:
24 papers now available to LCI members in areas such as:

- Breakdowns
- Kickoff - Team Forming
- Big "L" (long term partners)
- High Performing Teams
- Partner Selection
- Choosing by Advantages
- Conditions of Satisfaction
- The Business Deal
- Onboarding

Typical seminar/webinar offerings 2014:
INTRO TO LEAN
TARGET VALUE DESIGN
LAST PLANNER® SYSTEM
LEAN CONSTRUCTION INSTITUTE

Some LCI Basic Metrics

- Membership – 125+ corporate (GCs, trades, designers, owners, etc.)
  - Membership goal for 2014/15: 20 owner organizations
    (List on next chart)
- Board includes 12 industry members, with representation from design, construction, trades, owners and one academic
- Staff of 4, augmented by contracted support as needed
LEAN CONSTRUCTION INSTITUTE

17 owner members (as of 02/2015):

- Advocate Healthcare
- Amgen*
- CA Dept. of State Hospitals
- Dallas Children’s*
- Disney Imagineering
- DTE Energy
- General Motors*
- Google
- Intel
- Kaiser
- Lockheed Martin*
- Merck*
- Microsoft*
- Sutter Health
- UC San Francisco
- UHS
- TN Dept. of General Services

* New member 2015